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BUTTERFLIES

It is relatively easy to raise Monarch butterflies at home
as long as their area is kept warm, clean and they
have enough of their preferred food, the swan
plant. The butterfly life cycle has four
stages; egg, caterpillar or larva,
pupa and adult.

MONARCHS IN NEW
ZEALAND

Monarch butterflies are
New Zealand’s largest butterfly
and have been here since the late
1800s. Their Maori name is kakahu.

PROTECTING YOUR MONARCHS

It is recommended that you raise Monarchs inside or in a sheltered
position outside as this provides them with protection from the
wind as well as making it easier to observe their development.
At certain stages in their development (when very small, shedding
their skin as caterpillars and when they have just emerged as
butterflies) they are very fragile and vulnerable and it is important
that they are not handled at these times as they may die as a result.

FOOD AND EGGS

The main food for Monarchs is the swan plant or milkweed
(Asclepias fruiticosa). You can raise the swan plant from seed or
buy the plant from a garden centre. The best time to do this is in
spring so the plant has a chance to grow to a reasonable size. The
plant may already have eggs on it, but if not, place the plant outside
in a sunny spot so that a female Monarch can find the plant and
lay her eggs on the underside of a leaf. Remove any unwanted eggs
at this stage. It is best to have only 2-3 caterpillars on each plant
because the caterpillars are very hungry and will eat the whole plant
if there are too many of them.

THE CATERPILLAR STAGE – AN EATING MACHINE

It will take 5 – 14 days for the eggs to hatch. The caterpillar’s
mission in life is to eat and grow and it will grow too big for its skin
up to six times. It will take about three weeks for the caterpillars
to reach full size. It is best not to handle the caterpillars while they
are very small because they are fragile and may be injured. All
you will need to do at this stage is to make sure there is plenty of
food and that the plant is well watered and cleaned because all the
eating that the caterpillars will be doing creates a lot of caterpillar
poo! You may wish to put paper towels or a tray down to keep
the area tidy and clean. Fully-grown caterpillars tend to wander
about before they hang and change into a pupa. It is a good idea to
contain them in a cage or container at this stage to make sure you
don’t lose the caterpillars. You can easily make a cheap cage from a
box or bucket covered with fine netting.

CHANGING INTO A PUPA

The fully-grown caterpillars will usually hang from the roof of the
cage and pupate. They can be left in this position to emerge. Keep
the pupa out of direct sunlight. It will take about 14-21 days for the
pupa to hatch.

THE BUTTERFLY EMERGES

This is perhaps the most exciting part of
raising butterflies, but happens very
quickly and can easily be missed.
Butterflies usually emerge midmorning if the surroundings
are light and warm. When
the butterfly emerges, it will
usually hang from its empty
pupal case to let its wings
dry and harden. It is very
important not to disturb the
butterfly at this stage because
handling may permanently
damage its wings.

READY TO FLY

After about two hours the butterfly will be ready to make its first
flight. Place the butterfly on your finger and release it outside. It is
best to wait for good weather to give your butterfly the best chance
of survival.
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Just ask one of our friendly, experienced staff
members, or go to palmers.co.nz for expert
advice, problem solving and a wide range of
HOW TO guides.
Sign up to our e-newsletter to receive
seasonal expert advice, exclusive offers
and there are always fantastic prizes
to be won.

We’ve been helping kiwis grow great gardens since our humble beginnings in 1912. Still proudly
New Zealand owned by locals in your community, Palmers is the place to be for all things gardening.

